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Main point #1:
Treatments of soil moisture, texture, and vegetation cover are improved for physically-based dust emission scheme.

Main point #2:
Dust Fe input to the Southern Ocean is elevated in austral summer.

Main point #3:
Majority of atmospheric Fe input into the Southern Ocean comes from sparsely vegetated regions.
Atmospheric deposition of dust aerosols is a significant source of exogenous iron (Fe) in marine ecosystems, and is critical in setting primary marine productivity during summer. This dust-borne input of Fe is particularly important to the Southern Ocean, which is arguably the most biogeochemically important ocean because of its large spatial extent and its considerable influence on the global carbon cycle. However, there is large uncertainty in estimates of dust emissions in the Southern Hemisphere, and thus of the deposition of Fe-containing aerosols onto oceans. Here, we hypothesize that sparsely vegetated surfaces in arid and semi-arid regions are important sources of Fe-containing aerosols to the Southern Ocean. We test this hypothesis using an improved dust emission scheme in conjunction with satellite products of vegetation cover and soil moisture in an atmospheric chemistry transport model. Our improved model shows a two-fold increase of Fe input into the Southern Ocean in austral summer with respect to spring, and estimates that the Fe input is more than double that simulated using a conventional dust emission scheme in summer. Our model results suggest that dust emissions from open shrublands contribute over 90% of total Fe deposition into the Southern Ocean. These findings have important implications for the projection of the Southern Ocean’s carbon uptake.
Introduction

Biological productivity in high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll (HNLC) regions such as the Southern Ocean is often limited by iron (Fe) scarcity \cite{Martin1990, Jickells2015}. Consequently, atmospheric deposition of bioavailable Fe from arid and semi-arid regions might modulate primary marine productivity and thus oceanic carbon uptake in these regions during summer \cite{Boyd2010, Conway2015, Winton2016}. However, significant uncertainties remain regarding the magnitude of the dust emissions, and thus the effect of dust deposition on the oceans, especially in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) \cite{Shao2011, Schulz2012, Hajima2014}. The major source regions of atmospheric Fe to the Southern Ocean include southern South America (Patagonia), Australia, and southern Africa \cite{Mahowald2007, Li2008, Johnson2010, Ito2016}. Large parts of these regions are sparsely vegetated, which causes dust emissions to be highly spatially variable and particularly susceptible to climate and land-use changes, further enhancing the relevance of Southern Hemispheric dust emissions to ecosystems and climate change \cite{McConnell2007, Bhattachan2012, Bhattachan2014}. Specifically, the loss of ecosystem services (e.g., grazing, biomass burning, and climate change) may alter the grassland to shrub dune land, release the suppression of dust emission due to the vegetation, and thus increase the susceptibility of areas to soil erosion \cite{Ravi2012, DOdorico2013, Webb2014}. Potentially, expanded source regions include dune fields after fires in southern South America, Australia, and southern Africa \cite{Bullard2008}. Moreover, fires in shrublands may change the physical and chemical...
properties of Fe-containing minerals both under shrub canopy and the shrub interspaces [Kavouras et al., 2012].

A common approach to parameterize the spatial variability of dust emissions is the use of a preferential source function, as pioneered by Ginoux et al. [2001] based on the idea that topographic depressions are particularly prolific dust sources [Prospero et al., 2002]. The Ginoux et al. [2001] source function has been widely used and evaluated in atmospheric chemistry transport models [e.g., Fairlie et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2010; Ito et al., 2012], although the concept that topographic depressions dominate dust emissions has been disputed [e.g., Mahowald and Dufresne, 2004; Schepanski et al., 2009]. The original Ginoux et al. [2001] source function only classified bare ground as a possible dust source, while the more recent study of Ginoux et al. [2012], which used the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer Deep Blue (MODIS DB) product to derive a source function, estimated that 20% of dust is emitted from vegetated surfaces. This substantial contribution from vegetated regions is qualitatively consistent with field measurements, which show that dry lands with sparse vegetation can emit significant amounts of dust from the gaps between the vegetation cover [Okin and Gillette, 2001]. In fact, measurements and physically-explicit sediment transport models suggest that current climate model parameterizations underestimate dust fluxes from sparsely-vegetated regions [Okin, 2008; Li, et al., 2013].

In addition to these possible problems in capturing dust emissions from sparsely vegetated regions, the source function does not account for temporal variability in dust emissions. These are critically dependent on both changes in wind speed and in the threshold wind friction velocity at which dust emission is initiated. Although this
threshold depends on a variety of factors, including soil size distribution and mineralogy, measurements indicate that it is particularly sensitive to soil moisture [Fécan et al., 1999; Ishizuka et al., 2008]. Moreover, recent modeling studies suggest that the dust flux is more sensitive to the threshold wind friction velocity, and thus to soil moisture content, than accounted for in conventional models [Kok et al., 2014a, 2014b; Gherboudj et al., 2015; Haustein et al., 2015].

These problems of representing the spatial and temporal variability of dust emissions in global models, especially in the SH, could be partially addressed by describing the spatial and temporal variability of parameters used in physically-based dust emission schemes from remote sensing data. Indeed, satellite-based estimates of fractional vegetation area in conjunction with land cover type are already used to parameterize biomass burning and biogenic emissions of volatile organic compounds [e.g., Ito and Penner, 2004; Ito, 2011; Guenther et al., 2012], and could be similarly used to account for suppressing effects of vegetation on dust emission [e.g., Chappell et al., 2010; Vest et al., 2013; Webb et al., 2014]. In addition, despite limitations on current satellite-based estimates of soil moisture, remote sensing data has considerable potential for parameterizing the effects of soil moisture on dust emissions [Gherboudj et al., 2015].

The variability of dust emissions can be also affected by long-term changes in the soil surface properties. In particular, the climate change and land use dynamics may alter physical and chemical properties of the soils [D’Odorico et al., 2013]. As in the case of Australian deserts, weak dust activity compared to the Northern Hemisphere (NH) might be associated with geologically old and weathered soils [Prospero et al., 2002]. The changes in soil texture can affect the capability of the soil to emit dust aerosols through
Saltation processes, which result in partial destruction of soil aggregates [Kok, 2011]. In saltation, this capability is primarily controlled by the abundance of fine particles within the soil [Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995; Shao, 2008; Kok et al., 2012]. In particular, a positive relationship was observed between the ratio of the vertical dust flux to the horizontal saltation flux against the clay content for the soils having less than the soil clay fraction of 0.2 [Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995]. Conversely, a negative correlation was observed between the soil sand content and emitted dust flux [Sweeney and Mason, 2013]. Thus, many dust emission schemes assumed that dust emission increases with the clay content of the soil [Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995; Zender et al., 2003; Kok et al., 2014a]. However, recent observations suggest that sand dunes, which have low clay content, might be a substantial source of dust [Crouvi et al., 2012], suggesting that scaling dust emissions with soil clay content could underestimate the emissions from sandy soils.

Here we hypothesize that sparsely vegetated surfaces in arid and semi-arid regions are substantial sources of Fe to the Southern Ocean. To test this hypothesis, we use an atmospheric chemistry transport model to estimate atmospheric Fe supply to the oceans. We improve the accuracy of these simulations by (i) implementing a physically based parameterization for dust emission [Kok et al., 2014a], (ii) incorporating suppression of dust emission due to vegetated areas into this dust emission scheme, (iii) using satellite products to describe spatial and temporal variability in soil moisture and vegetation cover, and (iv) improving the parameterized dependence of dust emissions on soil texture. After evaluating the model output against observations of aerosol optical properties near dust source regions, we found that open shrubland could be a key
contributor to atmospheric soluble Fe input to the Southern Ocean, especially in austral summer.

2. Model Approach

Since, unlike the NH, the SH lacks large barren lands for the dust sources, dust emissions from partially vegetated regions might be considerably important for the SH than the NH. We thus test the hypothesis that relatively vegetated regions contribute a large fraction of the deposited Fe to the Southern Ocean, using five different numerical experiments with the atmospheric chemistry transport model (Table 1). The first experiment used the dust emission scheme of Ginoux et al. [2001] (Experiment 1), whereas the other four experiments used the physically-based dust emission scheme of Kok et al. [2014a] to properly simulate seasonal changes (Experiments 2, 3, 4, and 5). We further examined satellite products for the latter scheme to describe the soil moisture and surface vegetation cover (Experiments 3, 4, and 5).

2.1 Model Description

This study uses the Integrated Massively Parallel Atmospheric Chemical Transport (IMPACT) model [Rotman et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2005; Feng and Penner, 2007; Ito et al., 2007, 2009, 2012, 2014, 2015; Lin et al., 2014; Xu and Penner, 2012; Ito, 2015; Ito and Shi, 2016]. The model is driven by assimilated meteorological fields from the Goddard Earth Observation System (GEOS) of the NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) with a horizontal resolution of 2.0° × 2.5° and 59 vertical layers. The model simulates the emissions, chemistry, transport, and deposition of major aerosol species and their precursor gases [Liu et al., 2005; Feng and Penner, 2007; Ito et
The model-calculated concentrations of total and soluble Fe in aerosols have been extensively compared with field observations [Ito and Feng, 2010; Ito, 2012, 2013, 2015; Ito and Xu, 2014; Ito and Shi, 2016]. Our model uses the mineralogical map for Fe content in soils [Journet et al., 2014], as was described in Ito and Shi [2016]. The mineral dust (biomass burning) aerosols are emitted with the initial Fe solubility of 0.1% (0%) [Ito, 2015; Ito and Shi, 2016]. Subsequently, aging processes for Fe-containing aerosols are dynamically simulated for the size-segregated dust and combustion aerosols in the model, accounting for the formation of soluble Fe in aerosol water due to proton-promoted, oxalate-promoted, and photo-reductive Fe dissolution schemes [Ito, 2015; Ito and Shi, 2016]. While the Fe dissolution scheme for mineral dust was developed using laboratory measurements for Saharan dust samples, the calculation (blue triangles) reproduced the Fe release from Australian dust aerosols in acidic solution (Figure S1) [Mackie et al., 2005; Ito and Xu, 2014; Ito and Shi, 2016]. It should be noted that the Fe dissolution rates from mineral dust are much slower than those from combustion aerosols (red circles) [Chen and Grassian, 2013; Ito, 2015].

To improve the accuracy of our simulations of soluble Fe deposition to the Southern Ocean, we made several upgrades to the deposition schemes used in Ito and Shi [2016]. Specifically, we adopted a semi-empirical parameterization for below-cloud scavenging of size-resolved aerosols by rain and snow [Wang et al., 2014], and a correction for the fractional area distribution between in-cloud and below-cloud scavenging [Wang et al., 2011]. To improve the accuracy of aerosol optical depth (AOD)
estimates, we updated the biogenic emission schemes for isoprene and monoterpenes from that used in Ito et al. [2009] to the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature version 2.1 (MEGAN2.1) [Guenther et al., 2012]. We used the assimilated meteorological data of surface air temperature and photosynthetic active radiation (direct and diffuse) to account for the variations associated with temperature and solar radiation, following Palmer et al. [2006]. We obtained the 8-day MODIS Leaf Area Index (LAI) map at 500 m to simulate seasonal variations in leaf biomass and age distribution [Myneni et al., 2015]. The average LAI for vegetated areas was estimated by dividing the grid average LAI by the fraction of the grid that is covered by vegetation [Guenther et al., 2012]. We used the MODIS Vegetation Continuous Fields (VCF) at 250 m to calculate the fraction of the vegetated areas over the lands [DiMiceli et al., 2011]. The total isoprene (monoterpenes) emission from terrestrial vegetation was 480 Tg C yr\(^{-1}\) (80 Tg C yr\(^{-1}\)).

### 2.2 Mineral Dust Emission Schemes

For the base simulation of mineral aerosols (Experiment 1), we used the model’s default dust emission scheme, which was described in Ito et al. [2012]. This scheme used the dust emission scheme of Ginoux et al. [2001] for the bare ground at 1.0° × 1.0° resolution, which was estimated from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). The dust emission flux, \( E_d \), is given by

\[
E_d = C_d \times S_d \times u_{10m}^2 \times (u_{10m} - u_t), \quad (u_{10m} > u_t) \tag{1}
\]

where \( C_d \) is a global scaling constant for dust emissions, \( S_d \) is the source function, \( u_{10m} \) is the horizontal wind speed at 10 m, and \( u_t \) is the threshold wind velocity. The dust emissions are completely shut off (i.e., \( u_t = 100 \text{ m s}^{-1} \)) in the case of wet soil.
where the surface soil wetness of the meteorological data set, $\theta_{\text{met}}$, exceeds 0.5, which is much higher than the typical value of $\theta_{\text{met}}$ in arid regions [Ginoux et al., 2001]. Experiment 1 provides a reference value for a bare and dry surface, because the threshold wind velocity is hardly sensitive to the soil wetness in arid regions [Ginoux et al., 2001, equation 3]. In addition to the base simulation, we performed four simulations with the new physically-based dust emission scheme of Kok et al. [2014a] (Experiments 2, 3, 4, and 5). In this scheme, the dust emission flux is given by

$$E_d = C_{\text{tune}} \times \exp \left( -C_\alpha \times \frac{u_{\text{st}} - u_{\text{st}0}}{u_{\text{st}0}} \right) \times F_{\text{bare}} \times \frac{\rho_a \times (u_{\text{st}}^2 - u_{\text{t}}^2)}{u_{\text{st}}^2} \times \left( \frac{u_{\text{st}}}{u_{\text{t}}} \right)^\beta \times \gamma, \quad (u_{\text{t}} > u_{\text{st}}), \quad (2)$$

where

$$\beta = C_\beta \times \frac{u_{\text{st}} - u_{\text{st}0}}{u_{\text{st}0}}, \quad (3)$$

and $C_{\text{tune}}$ is a global scaling factor for dust emissions, $F_{\text{bare}}$ is a function of the non-vegetation cover, and $\rho_a$ is the air density. The parameter $\gamma$ scales the horizontal sand flux to the vertical dust flux. The soil friction velocity, $u_{\text{t}}$, is defined from the wind stress on the bare erodible soil [Zender et al., 2003; Kok et al., 2014a], and $u_{\text{st}}$ denotes the soil threshold friction velocity above which dust emission occurs. Furthermore, $u_{\text{st}}$ is the standardized threshold friction velocity at standard atmospheric density, $\rho_{a0} = 1.225 \text{ kg m}^{-3}$,

$$u_{\text{st}} = u_{\text{st}} \times \sqrt{\frac{\rho_a}{\rho_{a0}}}, \quad (4)$$
is the minimal value of $u_{\text{st}}$ for an optimally erodible soil ($u_{\text{st}0} \approx 0.16 \text{ m s}^{-1}$), $C_\alpha = 2.0 \pm 0.3$, and $C_\beta = 2.7 \pm 1.0$. Since the dust flux increases exponentially with a decrease in the standardized threshold friction velocity, $u_{\text{st}}$, the dust flux is substantially more sensitive to the soil moisture than is the case for Experiment 1.

### 2.3 Accounting for Effect of Soil Moisture on Dust Emission

We use the Fécan et al. [1999] parameterization to account for the effect of soil moisture on the soil threshold friction velocity, $u_{\text{st}}$. This parameterization uses an empirical relationship between soil’s clay fraction, $f_{\text{clay}}$, and threshold gravimetric soil moisture content, $w_t$, above which soil moisture will quickly increase the threshold friction velocity:

$$w_t = 0.17 \times f_{\text{clay}} + 0.14 \times f_{\text{clay}}^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The threshold gravimetric soil moisture content thus increases rapidly with clay fraction, and is around 0.02 (g g$^{-1}$) for a typical soil clay fraction of 0.1. However, the soil moisture content often exceeds 0.02 (g g$^{-1}$) over active dust emission regions in global climate models and reanalysis products [Zender et al., 2003]. Thus, the Fécan et al. [1999] parameterization can effectively eliminate dust emissions from the source regions when it is applied to the modeled soil moisture content under wetter conditions.

Evaluation of soil moisture products with in situ observations over semi-arid areas in southeastern Arizona during summer months (July–September) showed that climate models and reanalysis products had large positive biases (> 0.1 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$), while satellite products had low biases (a median value of 0.0056 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$) [Stillman et al., 2016]. We thus use remote sensing data to more realistically implement the Fécan et al. parameterization in Experiments 3, 4 and 5, whereas Experiment 2 uses the assimilated...
meteorological data of soil wetness (or fractional degree of saturation). Specifically, we corrected the biases in the meteorological data using monthly observational data, $\theta_{\text{obs}}(X, Y, T)$, from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI) between about 38° north and south latitude [Owe et al., 2008]. For the region outside of the satellite coverage, we used the observational data from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer on the Earth Observing System (EOS) Aqua satellite (AMSR-E) [Owe et al., 2008]. The moisture retrievals were made with a radiative transfer-based land parameter retrieval model [Owe et al., 2008]. We thus obtain the modeled soil wetness, $\theta_{\text{mod}}(X, Y, t)$, by correcting the bias in the soil wetness of the assimilated meteorological data set at each time step, $\theta_{\text{met}}(X, Y, t)$:

$$\theta_{\text{mod}}(X, Y, t) = \theta_{\text{met}}(X, Y, t) - \theta_{\text{bias}}(X, Y, T), \quad (6)$$

where the bias between the assimilated soil wetness and the remotely-sensed soil wetness, $\theta_{\text{bias}}(X, Y, T)$ is given by:

$$\theta_{\text{bias}}(X, Y, T) = \theta_{\text{met}}(X, Y, T) - \theta_{\text{obs}}(X, Y, T). \quad (7)$$

We convert the fractional degree of saturation (dimensionless), $\theta_{\text{mod}}(X, Y, t)$, to the volumetric soil moisture $\theta$ (m$^3$ m$^{-3}$) to be used in the Fécan et al. parameterization after unit conversion by:

$$\theta(X, Y, t) = \theta_{\text{mod}}(X, Y, t) \times \theta_s(X, Y), \quad (8)$$

where the saturated soil moisture (or saturation ratio), $\theta_s(X, Y)$, decreases with increasing sand mass fraction, $F_{\text{sand}}$, in the soil [Zender et al., 2003].

$$\theta_s(X, Y) = 0.489 - 0.126 \times F_{\text{sand}}. \quad (9)$$

The mass fractions of clay, silt, and sand in soils are taken from global database of soil minerals [Nickovic et al., 2012]. After using equation (8) to obtain the volumetric soil
moisture, the model uses it to obtain the gravimetric soil moisture content \((\text{g g}^{-1})\) [Zender et al., 2003] that is needed to calculate the dust emission threshold [Fécan et al., 1999, equation 15].

### 2602.4 Accounting for Effect of Soil Texture on Dust Emission

We examine effect of soil texture on dust emission, \(\gamma\), with two different functions to present improved results from the conventional parameterization, which uses the scaling of \(\gamma\) with soil clay content [Kok et al., 2014a]. For Experiment 4, we take the following equations for \(\gamma\):

\[
\gamma = 0.05, \quad (F_{\text{clay}} < 0.05), \quad (10)
\]

\[
\gamma = F_{\text{clay}}, \quad (0.05 \leq F_{\text{clay}} \leq 0.2), \quad (11)
\]

\[
\gamma = 0.2, \quad (F_{\text{clay}} > 0.2). \quad (12)
\]

These values of \(\gamma\) (0.05 and 0.2) for clay content less than 0.05 and larger than 0.2, respectively, are based on Crouvi et al. [2012] and Marticorena and Bergametti [1995]. In addition to the scaling of \(\gamma\) with clay content (equations (10), (11), and (12)), we perform three simulations of Experiments 2, 3, and 5 in which we instead use the following equations for \(\gamma\):

\[
\gamma = \frac{0.4 - F}{1 + (F_{\text{clay}} - F_{\text{silt}}) - F_{\text{silt}}} \quad \gamma \quad (F_{\text{clay}} < 0.2), \quad (13)
\]

\[
\gamma = \frac{1}{1 + F_{\text{clay}} - F_{\text{silt}}} \quad \gamma \quad (F_{\text{clay}} \geq 0.2). \quad (14)
\]

The dust emission flux thus increases with clay and silt content in Experiments 2, 3, and 5, but decreases with clay content when \(F_{\text{clay}} \geq 0.2\) at constant silt content. This alternative scaling is based on the field experimental results of Gillette [1977], Mikami et
al. [2005], and Sweeney and Mason [2013]. The latter two studies showed that the dust emission flux increases with content of silt-sized particles in soils due to the breakup of clay-silt aggregates, even though the differences in clay content were small. Thus, it is intended to account for the observation that fine particles released into the atmosphere increase with fine particles in parent soils, while excess clay fraction increases the resistance of soil aggregates to fragmentation, thereby reducing dust emissions.

Accounting for Effect of Surface Vegetation Cover on Dust Emission

For each model grid box, the modeled dust emission flux is the sum of the fluxes produced by the various surface types, weighted by their fractional occurrence in the grid box, \( f_{\text{land}} \). To achieve this, we used the MODIS land cover map at 500 m resolution to calculate the fraction of barren and open shrublands in each model grid box [Friedl et al., 2010]. The International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) land cover type classification defines barren lands as lands of exposed soil, sand, rocks or snow that never have more than 10% vegetated cover during any time of the year. Open shrublands are defined as lands with woody vegetation less than 2 m tall and with shrub canopy cover between 10–60%. The fractional snow cover is derived from the water equivalent snow depth provided by the meteorological data set [Zender et al., 2003]. Within each 500-m grid, we used the MODIS VCF at 250 m to calculate the fraction of the grid cell that is non-vegetated and thus capable of emitting dust aerosols in barren and open shrublands, \( f_{\text{bare}} \) (i.e., bare ground area divided by total land area, \( S_{\text{bare}} / S_{\text{land}} \)) [DiMiceli et al., 2011]. The fractional vegetation cover was estimated by summing the fraction of tree and grass cover in barren lands and open shrublands, respectively.
Any types of roughness elements (e.g., living and dead plants) decrease the susceptibility to wind erosion of the bare soil [Fryrear, 1985; Vest et al., 2013]. Therefore, satellite retrievals of the fractional vegetation cover could be used to represent the fractional cover by such roughness elements. Here, we examine two exponential functions to estimate vegetation cover levels for controlling erosion (hereinafter vegetation threshold), based on field experimental studies [Li et al. 2013; Webb et al. 2014]. The study of Webb et al. [2014] showed that, at the plot scale (i.e., 50m × 50m), the aeolian horizontal sediment flux, which was simulated with the physically-explicit shear stress distribution model of Okin (2008), exhibits threshold-type responses to bare ground cover. To apply the vegetation threshold to the large-scale model in Experiments 2, 3, and 4, we fit an exponential function to the data set (Figure S2a),

\[ F_{\text{bare}} = f_{\text{bare}} \times f_{\text{land}}, \quad (f_{\text{bare}} \geq 0.7), \quad (15) \]

\[ F_{\text{bare}} = C_a \times \exp \left(-C_b \times f_{\text{bare}} \right) \times f_{\text{land}}, \quad (f_{\text{bare}} < 0.7, R^2 = 0.59), \quad (16) \]

where \( f_{\text{bare}} \) is the non-vegetated fraction for each 250m cell, \( C_a = 0.00555 \), and \( C_b = 6.9 \).

Experiment 5 similarly accounts for the suppression of dust emissions due to vegetated areas in barren and open shrublands, but instead uses the data set of Li et al. [2013] to parameterize suppressing effects of vegetation cover on dust emissions. Specifically, we fit an exponential function to the data set (Figure S2b),

\[ F_{\text{bare}} = C_c \times \exp \left(-C_d \times f_{\text{bare}} \right) \times f_{\text{land}}, \quad (R^2 = 0.33), \quad (17) \]

where \( C_c = 0.0292 \), and \( C_d = 3.5 \). The two different simulations for Experiment 3 and Experiment 5 are intended to capture the uncertainties associated with the formulas which represent suppressing effects of vegetation cover on dust emissions. In this way,
the heterogeneity of the surface features is accounted for at finer resolution than the model grid, although the dust emission at sub-grid scale is not explicitly and spatially represented. Here, tagged-tracer simulations were conducted with the dust emissions from barren lands only and those from open shrublands only.

2.6 Observations of Aerosol Optical Properties

We adjusted the global scaling constant for each dust emission scheme in order to maximize agreement with AERONET AOD measurements near the dust source regions, similar to that was done in Kok et al. [2014b] (Figure S3). The AOD and single scattering albedo at 440, 500, 550, and 675 nm were calculated online, following Xu and Penner [2012]. We compare the model results against satellite measurements of AOD averaged for “dust-dominated days” (Collection 6 MODIS DB). These are defined by three criteria, which were based on physical and optical properties of aerosols, after Ginoux et al. [2012]:

1. Ångström exponent between 440 and 500 nm (412 and 470 nm) is smaller than 1.
2. Single scattering albedo at 440 nm (412 nm) is less than 0.95.
3. Difference of the single scattering albedo between 440 and 675 nm (412 and 670 nm) is larger than 1.

We also compare the percentage of days that were classified as dust-dominated days in each season per total dust-dominated days in the year of 2004 between the model results and satellite measurements. For this comparison, we used the data for which the MODIS BD retrieval per 0.1° × 0.1° grid cell exists.

3.1 Mineral Dust Emission and Aerosol Optical depth
3463.1.1 Effect of Soil Moisture on Dust Emission

The dust sources of Fe in the SH are highly sensitive to the emission schemes and soil moisture, in contrast to the global emissions (Table 2, Figure S4). In particular, the use of satellite measurements of soil moisture in the dust emission scheme results in an increase in emissions from sparsely vegetated regions in the SH, approximately doubling the Fe emissions from 7–8 Tg yr$^{-1}$ in Experiments 1 and 2 to 12–15 Tg yr$^{-1}$ in Experiments 3, 4, and 5. Global distributions of threshold friction velocity for Experiments 2 and 3 showed substantial sensitivity to soil moisture, compared to that of threshold wind velocity for Experiment 1 (Figure S5). The dust emissions for Experiment 2 are more often suppressed due to wetter conditions, especially in the SH, in case the bias in modeled soil moisture content is not corrected (Table 2, Figure 1).

3573.1.2 Effect of Soil Texture on Dust Emission

In Experiment 4, the low clay content in soils is expressed in low values of the parameter γ, which represents the capability of the soil to emit dust aerosols through saltation processes (Figure S6). This capacity for Experiment 3 is higher than Experiment 4 especially around low clay content (i.e., low values of the parameter γ in Experiment 4) over North Africa. Thus dust AOD over a large fraction of North Africa in Experiment 3 is higher than that in Experiment 4 (Figure 2). This is qualitatively consistent with the observation that almost half of North African dust storms originate from areas with sand dunes (i.e., low clay content) [Crouvi et al., 2012]. On the other hand, the capacity for Experiment 3 is lower than Experiment 4 around relatively high clay content (> 0.2) over the Middle East, such as Iran and Iraq. Thus dust AOD over the Middle East in Experiment 3 is lower than that in Experiment 4. In Experiment 4, modeled AOD was
considerably overestimated against the AERONET measurements in the Middle East (Figure S3).

3.1.3. Effect of Surface Vegetation Cover on Dust Emission

The values of the bare ground cover ($F_{\text{bare}}$), which represents the susceptibility of areas to wind erosion, are larger for both cases over areas with low vegetation and snow cover (Figure S7). Although the dust AOD in the SH is substantially lower than that in the NH, many new dust source regions appear with the introduction of dust emissions from sparsely vegetated surfaces (Figures 1 and 2). The most intense sources are located in Australia and southern Africa, in addition to larger dust emissions from Patagonia in austral summer.

3.1.4. Comparison of Aerosol Optical Properties with Observations

The changes in simulated SH source strengths are difficult to verify, mostly because the numbers of dusty days from both the model results and observations are quite low in the SH [Ginoux et al., 2012; Ridley et al., 2016]. Nonetheless, the seasonal changes of AOD averaged for dust-dominated days with our improved dust emission module are generally consistent with satellite imagery over the source regions (Figure 3). In southern South America and Australia, both our improved model from Experiment 3 and MODIS DB showed the maximum number of dust-dominated days in summer (Figure 4). In southern Africa, our improved model (Experiment 3) reproduced the significant source areas over the Kalahari Desert and near ephemeral lakes in Bushmanland, in contrast to the conventional dust emission scheme (Experiment 1).

3.2 Atmospheric Fe Input from Dust Source Regions to Southern Ocean
We used our improved dust emission module to more accurately simulate the deposition of Fe from dust (Tg Fe yr\(^{-1}\)) into the Southern Ocean (Table 3). The estimates of Fe deposition significantly increase from 0.46 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) in the simulations with no bias correction in modeled soil moisture (Experiment 2) to 1.4–1.7 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) with the bias correction (Experiments 3, 4, and 5). Possible underestimate of active dust sources in Patagonia was reported in a climate model even after specific scale factor was used to match the observation of dust deposition within an order of magnitude [Albani et al., 2016]. Our estimate of Fe deposition to the Southern Ocean lies within their uncertainty range. However, the dust emissions with our improved method are considerably larger than their estimate (0.56 Tg yr\(^{-1}\)) and thus may contribute to the reduction of the underestimate.

Our model results nonetheless show similar transport pathways from southern South America (Argentina and Chile), Australia, and southern Africa (Namibia and South Africa) to the Southern Ocean (Figure 5a). Our improved model results indicate significantly larger Fe input from the dust sources, especially Patagonian dust, to the Southern Ocean in summer by more than a factor of 2, compared to the conventional dust emission scheme (Figure 5b). Consequently, the dust is the major source of atmospheric soluble Fe to the Southern Ocean in summer, which is consistent with the seasonality measured in Antarctica [Winton et al., 2016] (Figure 6).

Our model estimated lower Fe solubility deposited to the Southern Ocean from dust (< 2%) than that from biomass burning aerosols (> 10%), because of slower Fe dissolution for dust aerosols (Figure 7). This is also consistent with the observed background fractional Fe solubility of ~0.7% from mineral dust sources [Winton et al.,...]
In contrast, high Fe solubility (18%) is observed for aerosols influenced by fires over the Southern Ocean [Bowie et al., 2009]. Therefore, the Fe-containing aerosols affected by fires may be associated with sporadic high Fe solubility, which was measured in Antarctica [Conway et al., 2015; Winton et al., 2016]. Further investigation of the processes of enhanced Fe solubility over the Southern Ocean is needed to improve our understanding of bioavailable Fe supply from sparsely vegetated regions to the oceans and their effects on the marine ecosystems.

We compare soluble Fe deposition from open shrublands to the sum of soluble Fe deposition from dust and biomass burning sources during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February (Figure 8). Remarkably, the contribution of soluble Fe deposition downwind from open shrublands in the SH exceeds more than 80% in austral summer. The contribution of soluble Fe from open shrublands to the South Indian, South Pacific, and South Atlantic increases from spring to summer. Our estimate of soluble Fe deposition to the Southern Ocean in summer is approximately doubled from 1.2 Gg yr$^{-1}$ (Experiment 1) to 2.3 Gg yr$^{-1}$ (Experiments 3), due to improved dust emission module. Our model results indicate that dust emission from open shrublands contributes to 83% of total soluble Fe deposition into the Southern Ocean during summer. The larger seasonality of atmospheric soluble Fe input has important implications for the primary marine productivity in the HNLC regions of the Southern Ocean.

4344. **Conclusions**

Accurate estimates of seasonal dust emissions in the SH is key to constraining bioavailable Fe deposition to the Southern Ocean, which in turn is critical in
understanding the role of marine ecosystems on carbon cycle and climate. In this study, we tested the hypothesis that sparsely vegetated surfaces in arid and semi-arid regions are important sources of Fe-containing aerosols to the Southern Ocean. We used the physically-based dust emission parameterization of Kok et al. [2014a], which is more sensitive to soil moisture than the conventional scheme of Ginoux et al. [2001]. Since further advances in the treatments of soil moisture and associated land surface properties are required in reanalysis data of meteorological fields [e.g., De Lannoy et al., 2014], the hypothesis is difficult to test with current global transport models. We therefore enhanced the fidelity of the dust emission scheme using satellite retrievals of soil moisture and surface vegetation cover. Subsequently, we examined the sensitivities of dust emissions to different treatments of soil moisture, soil texture, and vegetation cover in the atmospheric chemistry transport model. We then evaluated the simulated aerosol optical properties for the dust-dominated days using satellite measurements (MODIS BD).

Our improved model showed more than two-fold increases in dust Fe input to the Southern Ocean in summer, especially from Patagonian dust, compared to results with the conventional dust emission scheme. Tagged-tracer experiments indicated that open shrublands mainly contributed to dust Fe input into the Southern Ocean during austral summer, and that their contribution accounted for 97% of total Fe deposition from dust and biomass burning sources. These results support the hypothesis that much of the Fe input to the Southern Ocean is due to dust originating from sparsely vegetated regions. As such, our results highlight the need for improving the process-based understanding of the dependence of dust emission on soil moisture and vegetation. This is especially crucial to
assess future impacts of climate and land-use changes on dust emissions in the Southern Hemisphere, and their environmental consequences.
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Figures Captions

Figure 1  Global distribution of the dust AOD during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for the model simulations from (a) Experiment 1, and the differences from Experiment 1 to (b) Experiment 2, and (c) Experiment 3.

Figure 2  Global distribution of the annually averaged dust AOD. Results are shown for the model simulations from (a) Experiment 3, and the differences from Experiment 3 to (b) Experiment 4, and (c) Experiment 5.

Figure 3  Global distributions of AOD averaged for dust-dominated days during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for (a) Collection 6 MODIS DB, (b) Experiment 1, and (c) Experiment 3.

Figure 4  Seasonal changes in dust-dominated count summed for each season (December–February, March–May, June–August, and September–November) per that for annual count in each region (%). Results are shown for (a) southern South America (40–60°S; 280–305°E), (b) Australia (20–36°S; 115–150°E), and (c) southern Africa (22–40°S; 10–25°E). Results are shown for Collection 6 MODIS DB, Experiment 1, Experiment 2, and Experiment 3.

Figure 5  Atmospheric Fe deposition from dust sources during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for (a) Experiment 1, and (b) the ratios from Experiment 1 to Experiment 3.
Figure 6  Contribution of soluble Fe deposition from dust sources to the sum of soluble Fe deposition from dust and biomass burning sources during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for Experiment 3.

Figure 7  Fractional Fe solubility deposited from dust and biomass burning sources to the Southern Ocean (> 45°S) and Antarctica during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for Experiment 3.

Figure 8  Contribution of soluble Fe deposition from open shrub lands for dust to the sum of soluble Fe deposition from dust and biomass burning sources during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for Experiment 3.
Table 1. Summary of Five Simulations Performed in This Study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Emission Scheme</th>
<th>Soil Moisture</th>
<th>Soil Map</th>
<th>Vegetation Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td><em>Ginoux et al.</em> [2001]</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Not Used</td>
<td>Not Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td><em>Kok et al.</em> [2014a]</td>
<td>Satellite</td>
<td>Clay and Silt</td>
<td><em>Webb et al.</em> [2014]<em>c</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td><em>Kok et al.</em> [2014a]</td>
<td>Satellite</td>
<td>Clay</td>
<td><em>Webb et al.</em> [2014]<em>c</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 5</td>
<td><em>Kok et al.</em> [2014a]</td>
<td>Satellite</td>
<td>Clay and Silt</td>
<td><em>Li et al.</em> [2013]<em>d</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The dust emission is scaled by the clay and silt content of the soil using equations (13) and (14).
b The dust emission is scaled by the clay content of the soil using equations (10), (11), and (12).
c Suppression of dust emission due to vegetation is accounted for using equation (15) and (16). We fit an exponential function to the data set from *Webb et al.* [2014].
d Suppression of dust emission due to vegetation is accounted for using equation (17). We fit an exponential function to the data set from *Li et al.* [2013].

Table 2. Annual Fe Emission for Dust (Tg Fe yr⁻¹) in SH, NH, and Total Lands from Five Simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Emissions in SH</th>
<th>Emissions in NH</th>
<th>Total Emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>7.0 (75%)*a</td>
<td>96 (7%)*a</td>
<td>103 (12%)*a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>13 (86%)*a</td>
<td>104 (11%)*a</td>
<td>117 (20%)*a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td>15 (85%)*a</td>
<td>105 (13%)*a</td>
<td>120 (22%)*a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 5</td>
<td>13 (90%)*a</td>
<td>102 (9%)*a</td>
<td>115 (18%)*a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The numbers in parentheses represent the fractional contribution (percentage) of dust emissions originating from land cover type classified as open shrublands to the sum of those from barren and open shrublands. Note that only land surface classified as bare ground at a one-by-one degree was considered as possible dust source region in Experiment 1.

Table 3. Atmospheric Deposition of Fe from Dust (Tg Fe) during Austral Spring and Summer into the Southern Ocean (> 45°S) from Five Simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Spring</th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Annual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>0.12 (79%)*a</td>
<td>0.22 (96%)*a</td>
<td>0.46 (86%)*a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>0.42 (95%)*a</td>
<td>0.78 (97%)*a</td>
<td>1.5 (95%)*a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td>0.47 (95%)*a</td>
<td>0.88 (97%)*a</td>
<td>1.7 (95%)*a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 5</td>
<td>0.41 (96%)*a</td>
<td>0.70 (98%)*a</td>
<td>1.4 (96%)*a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The parentheses represent the fractional contribution (percentage) of open shrublands to the sum of deposition from barren soil and open shrublands.
Figure 1  Global distribution of the dust AOD during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for the model simulations from (a) Experiment 1, and the differences from Experiment 1 to (b) Experiment 2, and (c) Experiment 3.

Figure 2  Global distribution of the annually averaged dust AOD. Results are shown for the model simulations from (a) Experiment 3, and the differences from Experiment 3 to (b) Experiment 4, and (c) Experiment 5.
Figure 3 Global distributions of AOD averaged for dust-dominated days during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for (a) Collection 6 MODIS DB, (b) Experiment 1, and (c) Experiment 3.
Figure 4: Seasonal changes in dust-dominated count summed for each season (December–February, March–May, June–August, and September–November) per that for annual count in each region (%). Results are shown for (a) southern South America (40–60°S; 280–305°E), (b) Australia (20–36°S; 115–150°E), and (c) southern Africa (22–40°S; 10–80°E). Results are shown for Collection 6 MODIS DB, Experiment 1, Experiment 2, and Experiment 3.
Figure 5: Atmospheric Fe deposition from dust sources during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for (a) Experiment 1, and (b) the ratios from Experiment 1 to Experiment 3.
Figure 6 Contribution of soluble Fe deposition from dust sources to the sum of soluble Fe deposition from dust and biomass burning sources during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for Experiment 3.
Figure 7 Fractional Fe solubility deposited from dust and biomass burning sources to the Southern Ocean (> 45°S) and Antarctica during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for Experiment 3. (Open shrub land for dust) / (dust + biomass burning) for soluble Fe deposition (%)
Figure 8: Contribution of soluble Fe deposition from open shrub lands for dust to the sum of soluble Fe deposition from dust and biomass burning sources during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for Experiment 3.
Figure S1
Comparison of Fe solubility (%) predicted from rate constants used in this study and the measured dissolution rates for Australian dust at pH = 2.15 with no organic ligand under dark condition. The red curve is calculated for combustion aerosols [Ito, 2015]. The blue curve is calculated for mineral aerosols [Ito and Shi, 2016]. The black curve is calculated using the fitting curve to the measured data for Australian dust.
(a) Data from Webb et al. [2014]

(b) Data from Li et al. [2013]
Figure S2  Relationship between the horizontal aeolian flux and the fractional cover of bare ground. Results are shown for (a) data from Webb et al. [2014], and (b) from Li et al. [2013]. Fitting curves are shown in red.

Figure S3  Comparison of measured and modeled AOD at 42 dust-dominated AERONET stations. Results are shown for (a) Experiment 1, (b) Experiment 2, (c) Experiment 3, (d) Experiment 4, and (e) Experiment 5.
Experiment 3, (d) Experiment 4, and (e) Experiment 5. For each simulation, the correlation coefficient (r) and the root mean square errors (RMSE) are noted.

Figure S4 Annual Fe emission for dust (ng Fe m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)). Results are shown for (a) Experiment 1, (b) Experiment 2, (c) Experiment 3, (d) Experiment 4, and (e) Experiment 5. The parentheses represent the annual emissions of Fe from dust sources.
Figure S5  Global distributions of threshold wind or friction velocity averaged for three months during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for (a) Experiment 1, (b) Experiment 2, and (c) Experiment 3.

Figure S6  Global distributions of factor to account for the ratio of vertical to horizontal flux (γ). Results are shown for (a) Experiment 3, (b) Experiment 4, and (c) Experiment 3 / Experiment 4. We performed three simulations of Experiments 2, 3, and 5.
using the equations (13), and (14), while we used the scaling with clay content (equations (10), (11), and (12)) for Experiment 4.
Figure S7 Global distributions of factor to account for suppressing effects of vegetation cover on horizontal flux ($F_{\text{bare}}$) during austral spring from September to November and during austral summer from December to February. Results are shown for (a) Experiment 3, and (b) Experiment 5.